Various investigations on (E, M)-categories are given by many authors. Recently, Herrlich (to appear) and Strecker (1972) gave interesting results on relations between factorizations (E, M) on nice categories G and epireflective subcategories of (£. Factorizations (E, M) treated by them satisfy that E CEpi G. In this paper we shall consider factorization structures (E, M) such that E D Epi (£ in the category S£ of all topological spaces and study relations between these structures and some subcategories of St. Our results are quite different from those in Herrlich (to appear) and Strecker (1972) and are rather related with the results in Herrlich (1969) . Herrlich (1969) defined limit operators on St and gave a one-to-one correspondence between suitable 1 limit operators and bicoreflective subcategories of St. We shall consider two kinds of factorization structures on St and show that the first ones correspond to bicoreflective subcategories which are closed under closed embeddings, the second ones correspond to bireflective subcategories which satisfy that the classes of all reflections are closed under closed embeddings (see Proposition 11) and these correspondences are one-to-one.
are given. By considering additive factorization structures we can obtain the same correspondence in the category £ ( §5) . Several examples will be given.
Throughout the paper let (i be a complete, cocomplete, locally small and colocally small category. We shall denote the classes of all objects, morphisms, isomorphisms, momomorphisms, epimorphisms and extremal monomorphisms in K by Ob (£, Mor (£, Iso (£, Mono 6 , Epi G and Ex mono (£, respectively. Terminology not explained here is from Herrlich (1968) and Mitchell (1965) .
We shall recall a Galois correspondence (cf. Herrlich (to appear)). Let A and B be arbitrary classes and p a subclass of A x B. p induces functions L p : PB -> PA and R p : PA -> PB between the classes of all subclasses such that L p (Y) = { a E A | ( a , y ) e p for all y G Y}, for YCB and R P (X) = {b£B\ (x, b) Gp for all x £ X}, for XCA. A subclass X of A is called L p -closed provided that X = L P Y for some Y C B (equivalently: if and only if X = LpRpX). R p -closed classes are also defined.
Let (1 be a complete, cocomplete, locally small and colocally small category and let A = B -Mor (£. We shall consider a subclass 8 of A x B such that 8 = {(e, f)\e G A, f G B and whenever r and s are morphisms with fr = se then there exists a morphism d such that de = r and fd = s}.
Let E and M be subclasses of Mor (T which contain Iso (T. (£ is called an (E, M)-category provided that E and M are subcategories of G and every morphism / in (S has a unique (E, M)-factorization / = /ig, g G E, fi G M. In this case E is called a left factor of (£ and M a right factor of (i. It is known that a complete and locally small category (£ is an (Epi (£, Ex mono (S)-category. In the category !£_, (or £) , let E o and M o be the classes of all continuous dense maps and all closed embeddings respectively. Then X-i (or£) is an (E o , M 0 )-category. PROPOSITION 1. Suppose that M is a subclass of Mor (i suc/i that M C Ex mono Ci. Then the following conditions are equivalent. The proof is easy and so omitted. (E, M)-categories are investigated by Kennison (1968) , Herrlich (to appear), Strecker (1972) and others. For the case that A = Epi S and B = Mor K similar results are given by Herrlich (to appear) and Strecker (1972) .
REMARK. Let M be an R s -closed class of extremal monomorphisms in the categories S£_i or S£. Then if a coproduct © AEA /i of morphisms /,, A £ A belongs to LsM, each f x belongs to L S M. By using the fact that any morphism /:X-->© AeA Y A is a coproduct © A € A / » : @ » E A X A^© , E A Y A of morphisms fl, we can prove that M is closed under coproducts.
Whenever S is an (E, M)-category and M C Ex mono K (equivalently, E D Epi S), (E, M) will be called a factorization structure on (S. For two factorization structures (E, M) and (E', M') on (5, we shall define an order < by
Let (J&, M*) be a factorization structure on G,, i = 1,2. A functor F from ©i to S 2 is called compatible with the factorization structures provided that for a morphism / in £, with an (
Here we shall recall the definition of images and unions. Images and unions as subobjects of an object in S are already defined (for example, see Mitchell (1965) ). We shall consider them as extremal subobjects of an object in S. Their definitions can be accomplished by taking extremal monomorphisms instead of monomorphisms in the definitions stated in Mitchell (1965) . 2.
An object X in Cf is called connected if for any family {Y A } ASA of objects and any morphism / : X-»© Ae A V A , there exists a unique index A and a morphism f k : X-* Y x such that X E. Ob 6, let H x be the covariant morphism functor from (£ to the category © of all sets. Then it is obvious that H x is a coproduct preserving functor if and only if X is connected. An object X in C is called simple if [X,X] has precisely one element, where [A, B] means a set of morphisms from an object A to an object B in (£. PROPOSITION 
Suppose that (£ has a connected and projective generator P. Then P is simple if and only if for any X G Ob G and any non empty subset S of [P, X] there exists a unique extremal monomorphism f s :X s -*X such that the induced map H p (f s )-[P, X S ]-*[P,X] coincides with the inclusion map
PROOF. Let X' s = ®<r es P and f' s : X' S -*X be a morphism such that f' s )<,-» where j a : :P^® a^s P is the injection. Let g s :X' S -*X S and / s :X S -*X be an (Epi K, Ex mono 6)-factorization of f' s . If P is a simple, connected and projective generator, we have that / s is a desired morphism. Suppose that fs : Xs -» X is another morphism having the desired properties. Then there exists a morphism h s : XJ-»X s such that f s h s = f's and it is shown that h s is an epimorphism. Thus we have an isomorphism i: X s -»X S such that ig s = h s and f s i -f s and this means the uniqueness of / s . The 'if part can be obtained by considering the extremal subobject X s of P for S = {1 P }C[P, P].
Ryosuke Nakagawa [5] COROLLARY.
(1) Xr P , xl = X.
( (kXS) . Let G have a factorization structure (E, M) and a simple, connected and projective generator P. For an object X and non empty subset S C [P, X], let cl (5) 
3.
In this section we shall be concerned with the category !£_!. Let P be a one point space, E o the class of all continuous dense maps, M o the class of all closed embeddings in 5t_ u E, = EpiS-i and M, = Ex mono 5t_i. Then P is a simple, connected and projective generator in ST-, and (E o , M o ) and (Ei, Mi) are factorization structures on 211. Throughout the rest of the paper factorization structures (E, M) on %-i or 5C are assumed to satisfy that for any object X a morphism <f)-*X belongs to M. Let (E,M) be a factorization structure on 211. By using this structure we obtain an embedding functor H p : 51,-»£1, which is compatible with (E,M) and (E 0 ,M 0 ). We shall denote H p by F (EM ) and define 
PROOF. It can b e s h o w n b y the s a m e w a y as is given in H e r r l i c h ( 1 9 6 9 ) that

2"-i(E, M ) is bicoreflective in Let f:X->Y b e a c l o s e d e m b e d d i n g ,
Y e O b T-i(E,M) and i:A->X b e l o n g t o M . T h e n / / b e l o n g s t o M. S i n c e Y G O b 3~-i(E, M ) , / / is a c l o s e d e m b e d d i n g and s o is i. T h u s w e h a v e that X G O b 3"_,(E, M).
PROPOSITION 7.
The following conditions for a factorization structure (E, M) with ( E , M) > ( E 0 , Af 0 ) are equivalent. 
(a) E(E.M)E (E ,M) = E ( E ? M ) . (b) ^, ( E , M ) = 3 -_ , ( E , M ) . (c)
A
It is n o t e d that the c o n d i t i o n ( m°) o n a b i m o r p h i s m / : X-» Y is e q u i v a l e n t to each of the f o l l o w i n g . ( m°l ) If i 0 : A-*A t , i,:A,->X f o r m t h e ( E 0 , M 0 ) -f a c t o r i z a t i o n of a n extremal m o n o m o r p h i s m
will be called strong and moreover if one of the conditions in Proposition 7 is satisfied will be called stable.
PROPOSITION 8. / / (E, M) is a strong and stable factorization structure on
means that the identity map a x : F (E , M) X-» X between underlying sets is continuous. For Y G ObiT-i(Ij, M) and g: y -> X e M o r J -, , there is a map h: V-»F (E , M) X between underlying sets such that a x h = g. We can show that h is continuous. The assumption that (E, M) is stable means that F iE , M) X G Ob2"-i(E, M). Thus we have that a x is a coreflection.
When a factorization structure (E, M) satisfies (E, M) < (E o , M o ), we have the following.
PROPOSITION 9. / / (E, M) < (E o , M o ), 3" t (E, M) is an epireflective subcategory of 5T-i which is closed under coproducts.
PROOF. Let X A G Ob £-,(E, M), A E A, X = x AeA X A and p A : X^X A be the projection. Then
Since the identity map b x -X-»F (EM) (X) between underlying sets is continuous, we have that F (EM )(X) = X. It is easy to show that £-i(E, M) is closed under extremal monomorphisms. That % ,(E, M) is closed under coproducts follows from the remark of Proposition 1. PROPOSITION A factorization structure (E, M) such that (E, M) < (E o , M o ) will be called weak and moreover if one of the conditions of Proposition 10 is satisfied it will be called stable. PROPOSITION The proofs of Propositions 10 and 11 are similar to those of Propositions 7 and 8.
The following conditions for a factorization structure (E, M) with
(E, M) < (E o , M o ) are equivalent. (a) F (E , M)F (E ,M) = F (EJM) . (b) 3~-,(£, M) = 2"-,(E, M).
// (E,M) is weak and stable factorization structure on X-i, iT-i(E, M) is a bireflective subcategory of 3T_, and F iEyM) X is a 5t-i(E, M)-reflection of X
4.
In this section we shall consider the converse of Propositions 8 and 11. Let 91 be a bicoreflective subcategory of SE-i which is closed under closed embeddings, a:£-t -*9l the coreflector and a x -aX-*X the coreflection of XeOb3T_,. (33)) is a weak and stable factorization structure on 5t-i. THEOREM 
3.
Suppose that 33 is a bireflective subcategory of £1, which satisfies that the class of all reflections is closed under closed embeddings. , N(SQ)) = 33. Suppose that (E, M) is a weak and stable factorization structure on 5T_,. Then N(£-i(E, M)) = M. In other words, there exists a one-toone correspondence between weak and stable factorization structures on £L, and bireflective subcategories which satisfy that the classes of all reflections are closed under closed embeddings.
5.
In this section we shall consider the category S£ of all topological spaces and continuous maps. Suppose that a factorization structure (E, M) on £ is additive. Then we have an embedding functor H p :2"-*iT and we can define full subcategories %(E, M) and V(E, M) of £ and the stability of (E, M) by the same way as in §3. For a bicoreflective subcategory 91 and a bireflective subcategory 33 of 2", define classes M(2l) and N(33) by the same way as in §4. Then we can obtain that Theorems 2 and 3 hold in the category 3T as follows. THEOREM 
